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Vol. 3, No. 17

In 1977 The International Women's
Year produced a national women's conference, an organized national task force
to advise President Carter and national
focus on women's issues.

October, 1979

1979 is the International Year of the
Child. So far it has provided free Racquet
Ball clinics, puppet shows, art fairs and
October 7-13-

It's "Be Good to a ·c11 ild Week"

by Eric Williams

THE INSIDE TRACK

Hanging on
the Army's
line
Frantic because its enlistments are down, the Army announced recently that its new
recrwts w111 no longer be forced
to get those embarrassing
skinhead haircuts . What's
even more striking, the Army
has also agreed to treat recruits " with respect and dignity."
Word reached lns1de Track
that the Army may be interested not only in how much
ha1r but also 1n how many recrwters are supplying answers
to the Army entrance exam so
that their recruits make 11
through.·
Chicago IS alleged to have
the highest number of indictments against recruiters who
have been caught giving away
answers.
When Inside Track called
the Chicago recruiting headquarters to check these
charges , a Seargent Gilmore
said, " What?"
The question was repeated,
slowly.
"I don 't know!" he said.
" Can you give us a statement?"
" No. But if you call this
number and talk to Captain
Melton .... "
At that number a recording
told us, "The number you have
JUSt dialed is out of order. This
IS the Fort Shendan operator."
Just for the heck of 1t, we dialed
the number aga1n Th1s t1me it
was bu sy (strange!) Again .
bleep bleep bleep. One more
time And Captam Melton gave
us another number to call
This number was for Mrs.
K1der at Army Public Relations,
who , he ass ured us, would
have all the answers.
· Well , I can't really answer
those questions.·· she said.
·But I can g1ve you a number in
Washington where if you JUSt
talk to MaJor Cook . "
MaJOr Cook's secretary was
very polite. 'He can't talk with
you now. He's in a meet1ng. If
you leave the name of your
magaztne and your number,
he'll get back to you and answer your questions ."
Something in her tone assured me that she was telling
the truth . We're still wa1ting for
the call.

Does film
violence
reflect us?
R1ght now Ch1cago 1s the
.., tt1"g for three full length
mov1es At the same time the
City s h1q1-J schools are prov1d·
1r>g act on equa to any v1olence
,cr pt m Hollywood
On Sept 12 u student at
Farragut alter bemg slapped
around by two fellov.; stuaents,
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Cover Photo: Enc Scotte
shot this picture to
illustrate a teen's fantasy of
"Be Good to a Child Week."
Our first idea was to p1cture a
teen getting out of a limousine
and entering the Ritz Carlton
Hotel. The Metro Limo Service
and the Ritz Carlton Hotel gave
us their full cooperation.
Unfortunately our photoBrad~haw

returned after school and
opened f1re on the football
team . The coach and one of
the players were hurt.
With a little tailoring , that
story could have appeared on
"The White Shadow."
Similarly, a South Shore incident on Sept. 12 resulted in a
.teacher's arrest. Allegedly the
teacher tned to bribe a student
to kill the school pnnc1pal. It's
almost like something you
would see on "The Rockford
Files."
All of this brings up the question , again , of TV violence.
Could these students and
teachers in their anger have
imitated some of the ant1cs
they saw on TV? Or, is television simply being truthful and
reflecting the violence and
frustration that really exists in
big cities today?

Ma Walton
is ruining
your mind
Most of today's teens have a
strange perception of life. At
least that's what a recent article
in th e Chicago Sun -Times
seems to be saying.
The article reported that six
out of ten teens who graduated
m the class of '79 feel that
thmgs will get worse for this
country during the next five
years. Yet, nine out of ten teens
in the same survey felt that
their own lives would get much
better during the next ten
years. The art1cle concluded
that teens' material expectations were unrealistic.
Well , wh at do you expect
from a generation of people
who get their concept of lit~
watching TV shows like "The
Waltons · I suspect that seemg
the poor-but-happy Waltons
week after week has caused
some bram ddmage
.Lets taKe a typical example.
1ama tne banker says he'll
foreclose on the farm 1i we
don t make ouf payments'
But John-Boy didn't you tel'
h1m that we don t 'lave a11y
money now?'
Yessum
What d1d he say?
Start packm

" Well, John-Boy, you just go
and take that man some of
Grandma Walton's homebaked cookies. That'll change
h1s mind. "
Hours later . ..
" Mama, he loved the
cookies! He said we could
have another ten years to
make our payments."
" I knew he would, John-Boy.
Th1s IS a hard world, but it's a
good world.''
"Sure is, mama."
Then cut to a Harris Bank
commercial as Joe convinces
his troubled brother-in-law that
what he needs is his own personal banker like the one he
has at the Harris.
Yeah , these teens today,
they sure have an unreal set of
expectations.

New trends
on voting ...
Michigan has a new law
which provides that each high
school graduate should receive a voter registration card.
The law gives the state's high
school principals the power to
register their graduates as voters. It's designed to combat the
low turnout of young voters.
This is a good idea! If Illinois
had a similar law, and teens
took advantage of it (by voting) ,
lawmakers might start thinking
about youth concerns.

.. . on
drinking
Speaking of youth concerns,
Governor Thompson recently
s1gned legislation raising the
state's drinking age to 21 . The
law takes effe~t January 1 ,
1980. That means that Illinois
18-year-olds can now get marned, have kids, be licensed to
own a rifle and bet their lives
away on the state lottery before they are eligible to buy a
glass of beer.

.. . on
partying
Speak1ng of part1es (no, that
was beer we were talktng
about wasn 't it?), a New Jersey boy of 17 asked his parents
1f he could have a few friends
over. H1s parents agreed The
boy brought over the local Ku
Klux Klan members and about
300 counter-demonstrators
The demonstrators threw
fruit and f1red guns through the
.-~~ndows of hiS home The parents sa1d that thetr son had always been tndependent. Do
you bel1eve that' And some
parents get mad when lhe1r
k1ds play the stereo too loud '

grapher didn't come away w1th
a picture we could use
So we created thiS second
fantasy. Melvin Banks portrays
the "Teen-for-a-week" being
waited on by Mia Lynn Marchman and En1d Vazquez. The
female models are not normally slave types. We didn't ask
Melvin about his taste m food
and books.
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Join New Expression
Do you want glamor, excitement, beautiful women
and handsome men? If you
do, join the C.I.A.! OR, join
the New Expression staff
and fake it.
New Expression is recruiting high school students who want to be reporters, reviewers, feature
writers, artists and photographers
If you would like to check
us out. come to the next
news editors· meeting or
feature editors' meeting
(October 23 a t 3 30 for
reporters a nd O cto ber 25 at
3:30 for rev1e wers) You can
also call and talk with the
Edit o r- m -C h ief , D e n 1se
Bro nson. or the M anagtng
Edtto r. Enc Wtlham s (6630543). O ur offices are on
the etghth floor a t 207 S.
W abash right at th e Adams Wabash ·el · s top .

Who am I? Tee s resist answers
who IS 14,
her friends that she was seeing a
psychiatrist.
"Oh, my God, she's in a mental
institution! ·one of them said. She
still remembers that reacbon .
Betty herself had vis10ns of
·wh1te jackets and wh1te walls"
when she first thought about seemg a psychiatrist. She was scared
and needed the support of her
friends. But they did not understand They were shocked.
Another 14-year-old who was
seek1ng psychiatnc help found her
friend s more supportive . Kate
Lew1s sa1d . They didn't think I
was crazy. They had known others
1n the program.
Betty R1chards and Kate Lewis
(not the1r real names) are patients
in the adolescent psychiatry program associated wi th Northwestern University. An estimated

self and how
was acting
Kate is now an out-patient living
at home. She is seeing a psychiatrist tw1ce a week. A soc1al worker
also counsels her and her family.
After six months, Betty was released from the hospital and
moved home. She is now a day
hospital patient wh1ch Doctor
Bland described as a trans1t1on
pomt for teens who are more
ready to live at home, but still need
mtensive treatment.' She contmues to attend the hospital
school.

"I thought the
psychiatrist was
out to get me. I
didn't trust her. I
even hated her at
first."

"It took me a lorig
time to get help.
But now I'm
happy that I did."
140 adolescents are in the program, either as in-patients, partial
day hospital patients or outpatients.
Both Betty and Kate began as
in-patients. Their treatment program included individual sessions
withapsychiatristaswellasgroup
therapy twice a week with other
patients, a social worker and a
nurse.
In addition to facing the attitudes of their friends toward their
decision to get help, adolescents
such as Betty and Kate have to
overcome their own fears of seeing a psychiatrist.
"1 tried every way I could to get
out of it," Betty said. " I didn't want
help."
But whether or not they realized
it,· Betty and Kate needed help
desperately.
Betty said her problems before
seeking mental health care ineluded " trouble in school" as well
as "lots of pressure" and "family
problems getting out of hand."
She said that her family life bl:1came a " big circle of revenge."
She also admitted that she had
tried drugs a few times because ofpeer pressure. She was looking
tor an escape from her problems .
1 didn 't take anything really
hard "she said , just LSD and pot.
LSD seemed to make reality

-

larger.''
A social worker who was working with Betty's family suggested
that Betty needed psychiatric
help.
At the same time, Kate Lewis
was also torn up emotionally by
her home life. "It was falling
apart," she said. She was " ditching school" and was caught shoplifting. " I did what others did. I
didn't act for myself. "
After one shoplifting incident,
Kate was placed on probation.
Her probation officer, after getting
to know Kate and her problems,
recommend that Kate seek psychiatric help.
.
Neither Kate nor Betty thought
they needed any kind of help.
Neither girl felt her actions were
any different from other teenagers.
They didn't see their aggressive
actions as symptoms of more
serious inner problems, as their
psychiatrist did. " Betty and Kate
both were suffering from severe
depression," Doctor Irma Bland
explained. Dr. Bland is an attending psychiatrist at Northwestern
University who has worked with
the two g1rls. '
" What happens with many peopie with psychological problems,"
Doctor Bland said , explaining the
girls' original feelings toward the1r

''I tried every way
I could to get out
of it. I didn't want
help."
problems, "is that they do everything to ward off and deny that
they have any concerns . They
cover up their problems and make
themselves and others believe
they are happy by doing a lot of
exciting, but dangerous, activities.
They say they don't need help, but
their behavior is a desperate cry
for help.
"Adolescents who come to the
hospital have been acting out.
Some are being self destructive.
Others are showing anti-social
behavior. Many are into drug
abuse. The most prevalent problems behind this sort of 'acting out'
is severe and prolonged depression," she said.
Most of the teens who become
in-patients do so on a voluntary
basis with parental approval. That
IS how Betty and Kate entered the
hospital.
As new in-patients Betty and
Kate had to face the fears of unknown surroundings and unfamiliar-people. They felt the psychiatrists were the most difficult to
get to know and trust at first.
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"I thought the psychiatrist was
out to get me," Betty sa1d. " I didn't
·trust her. I even hated her at first. "
Kate remembers, " It was hard
to talk to an adult stranger."
" Often adolescents will test the
relationship with the psychiatrist
to see whether the psychiatrist is
really interested in them ," Doctor
Bland stated. " They will do all
kinds of acting out to see if you are
punishing and rejecting them .
That's what they think other
people are doing to them."
In addition to getting to know the
psychiatrist in the daily individual
sessions, the teenage in-patients
are expected to participate in
group therapy.
" At first in group therapy, all we
did was stare at the walls for one
hour," B~tty said. Kate added, "All
of us were trying to avoid saying
anything."
" Sometim_es in the group

"They say they
don't need help,
but their behavior
is a desperate cry
for help."
experience," Doctor Bland explamed ··patients get the feel1ng
that I'm not different from anyone
else. They don't talk about the1r
problems for fear of shame and
humiliation However. many
patients find that because other
people in the group do have similar problems . it 1s easier to talk
about and share common expenences w1th the group than on a
one-to-one basis with an adult."
Both girls found that their parents were very supportive dunng
the course of the therapy. Betty
sa1d that her parents would phone
her regularly at the hospital Although they would sometimes
argue, they stood by her She sa1d
they began mendmg the1r differences and 'both s1des started
needing each other ··
Meanwhile, Kate moved from
m-pat1ent to out-pat1ent status
after two months " She started to
get 1n touch with her feelings,
Doctor Bland sa1d ·She stepped
back and took a good look at her-

Betty goes to the hospital four
days a week, from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., contmu1ng her indiVIdual and group therapy sessions
as well as attending academic
classes .
Though both girls are still in
therapy, each has come to understand and talk about her problems
and how to deal with them. They
now realize that acting out when
something is bothering them does
not solve their problems. Both believe their home lives have been
improved because they have a
better understandmg of themselves.
" It took me a long time to get
help," Betty said, "but now I'm
happy that I did. The existence of
such programs should be known ."
According to the National Center For Health Statistics, three
percent of teens suffer from serious psychological problems, and
15 percent of teens have some
form of temporary mental disturbances.
How many of these teens know
about mental health services in
their area and are seeking or receiving help froiT) these facilities is
hard to est1mate. One reason for
this is that patients in psychiatric
treatment are rel uctant to tell
others about it because they fear
others may over-react, like Betty's
friend did.
"People automalically think that
a person IS crazy 1f he or she IS
seeing a psych1atnst." Doctor
Bland admitted.
" What seeing a psych1atnst
means 1s that a person has
reached a pomt of acute cns1s He
or she has an awareness of some
kmd of psycholog1cal pain. Someone w1th professional skill in that
area can help such a person to
recognize h1s or her problem and
help the person find how to deal
w1th it before it starts to 1ntertere
w1th everyday life."
The Important thmg for adolescents to do, accord1ng to
Doctor Blan9. ' IS to recogmze that
there IS nothmg wrong w1th gomg
to an adult or a fam1ly member
w1th problems. If the problems get
so severe that the adolescent
feels 11 1s Impossi ble to cope then
there 1s nothmg wrong w1th seeking professional help. That s the
real sign of matunty- to be able
to 1dent1fy a need "
As Betty said, 'Why f1ght your
problems alone?"
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A counselor appointment?

"It's too much of a hassle!"
" It took me one month," Ber·
nard sard " I needed rnformatron
about a specrfic college, but when
I finally got to hrm he couldn't help
anyway'
LaShawn Sanflold, a senror at
Calumet. complarned that hrs
t;Ounselor never had tho trme 'I
would be close to the twenty-fifth
person wartrng to see the same
counselor. It took me two weeks,
and then I warted four or frve
strarght penods. I needed help on
a BEOG form . I ended up wrth no
grant for the college of my chorea
Finally I went drrectly to the college counselor even though we
were told to go to our personal
counselor first," LaSh awn explained.
Pa rt of the hard-to-frnd counselor problem rs due to an
Illinois State law that requires only
one counselor for every 4 50 students.
James Reigner (not his real
name), a counselor at DuSabl e,
beli eves that the counseling at

by Angela Giles
Jumor Patncm Gonzalez may
apply to the Gurness Book of RPc
ords for the longest trme spont
scarchrng for her hrgh school
counselor Her possrblo record rs a
three -month search at Bowen
Hrgh School
" I felt rt was too much of a has
sle," Patncia sard " Every trme I
would go to her off~e she would
be talkrng on the telephone or
socralizing with her favonte students."
One day she warted" through
three periods tryrng to get an appointment to have her prog ram
frxed " It was mrxed up," she said.
" I was programmed to the wrong
divrsion It never did get fi xed."
At Robeson Senior Bernard
McKenzie said he frnds the counselor's office so crowded that he
usually stands outside in the hall.
" I see angry parents and students," he sard . "That happens a
lot, so I usually decide to come
back later."
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Good -bye can mean more than a peck on the cheek
when you take advantage of the Army 's Delayed Entry
Program .
Good-bye can 111ean 365 da}(S to frntsh unfrntshed
bustness. plan your future, spend one more season
on the beach or the slopes before you go off to tackle
the world
But the best part of Delayed Entry Ires ahead By
enltstrng now, then relaxtng and reportrng for duty
later, the Army can promtse you the tratnrng you
want more than any other sktll trarnrng tt's often
hard to ftnd tn ctvtlran lrfe
·
If you qualrfy. Delayed Entry also let s you prck the
place you want to serve a good part of your Armv
ltfe Hawa tr, Korea. the Canal Zone. Europe or
Alaska
·
Say hello t o your Army Recrutt er Soon you could
be sayrng a lot of sweet good-byes
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DuSable rs pretty fatr even though
there are too many students to
cope wrth We don't have enough
counselors," he sard, " but every
counselor does the best he can
consrdcn ng
the
problems
throughout the school "
Nrne counselors handle 3,200
students at Calumet. " I thrnk that's
sufftcient," remarked one Calumet counselor, who didn't want hrs
name used "Whitney Young has
200 students for every one counselor, and Calument has 400 to
one," he said. "But the counseling
system at Calumet is still run
pretty well."
After he thought about it a minute, the Calumet counselor added
that he didn't like to see counselors taking on the responsibility
of playing truant officer or disciplinarian. " I feel counselors are to
counsel," he said.
Most counselors are asked to
perform duties other than counseling, and thrs cuts into their time.
Counselors rnterviewed for this
story mentioned that they are assigned to lunchroom duty,
schedule changes, acting as hall
guards and substrtuting for other
missing counselors.
Martin Gray, prin cipal of
Amundson, says that he doesn't
give lunchroom duties or hall
guard duties to counselors "such
as other schools do. I try to make
the job easier for them. The only
thing I expect is for the counselor
to be avarlable to the students."
Principal Gray did admit that
there are just too many students
for one counselor. " Most counselors don't have the time because of all the paperwork involved with counseling," he said.
One counselor who is particularly sympathetic to the students'
difficulty in finding their counselor
free when they are free, is Sister
Virginia Margrum, counselor at
Unity. She knows that students do
stand rn line to see her. "But, I
don't even eat lunch in order to be
available to these students. Students who usually have complaints about standing in lines are
usually the ones who are coming
to see me for the first time," she
said.
Apparently counseling has to
be worth waiting for.

·

Call Army Opportunities

(312) 921-2640

l

Join t he people who've joined the Army.
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Teen customers pay for "2nd class"
Teens spend 50
billion dollars a
year - yet stores
treat them
differently than the
average adult
customer

by

F~nnie

companied by her 25-year-old
cousin.
"The salesman ignored me and
directed all questions to my cousin
as though I wasn't there, " she
said. " I had mentioned that I was
seventeen. I also told the man that
I was doing the buying. "
Renee said that she was intimidated by his attitude toward her as
though she wasn't there. " I saw a
dinette set that I like so I told the
salesman that I planned to pay
cash on delivery. He then offered
me his undivided attention. My
cousin still had to co-sign because
he said that I wasn't old enough to
stand for it by myself."
The manager of the Regal Shoe
Store on State and Lake said that
he expects teens to buy more at
his store than he expects adults to
buy. "I know what kind of merchandise they like. Most of the
merchandiSe we sell fits young
people's style ," he said.
But Rega l's merchandise
doesn't always fit the young customer's feet . After John Davis
bought a pair of boots on sale at
Regal , he found that they weren't

LeFlore

Teenage consumers are being
overclerked , underclerked and
disrespected by store salespersons and managers because
of their age. They pay taxes and
service charges, just like the average adult, but unlike the adult
consumer, they are sometimes
discriminated against for just
being young.
When fifteen-year-old Sandra
Jones bought a blouse from the
Bonds Clothing Store on North
Avenue . she was anxious to wear
it for her date at seven o'clock.
When she arrived home. she discovered a button missing. When
she tried it on , the blouse didn't fit
the way she wanted.
F1fteen minutes later, the manager asked her why she didn't try
the blouse on before she left the
store. She explained that she was
in a hurry. He refused to let her
exchange the blouse because of
her age. When the manager finally
said, "Why don't you bring your
mother in 'cause you don't know
what you're talking about," she
was convinced that her im!Jression was correct.
Sandra is part of the new record
high in United States teen buying
power, which is now estimated at
$50 billion a year. Still, teens in,terviewed for this story all complained that stores treat them as
second-class customers.
Whenever Ronald Wilson walks
into any big department store. he
says that he feels uncomfortable.
"In a way, you sorta know that
someone is watching you . I'm
sure of the reason. Teens are
treated differently for sure," he
said. "Sometimes salesclerks will
ask me, 'May I help you ,' a million
times. They think you're going to
steal so they stay on your back. I
get sick of that so I just leave."
Don Pugh, a teenager who
works in Carson's record and tape
department, said that his manager

as comfortable when he arrived
home. He decided to try to get his
money back because they
seemed different. He talked to the
store manager but was told that he
couldn't get his money back. The
manager walked away from John
so he began to talk loudly. Other
customers noticed the scene so
the manager confronted John.
He offered John a certificate for
the price of the boots , but the only
way that John cou ld spend the
certificate was to buy something
of greater value. John didn't accept the certificate because he
would have to spend extra dollars.
" I don't usually buy expensive
things so I didn't want the certificate," John said , " Besides I didn't
see anything else that I wanted "
The law does offer customers
who are minors a way of protecting their rights. The Street Law
Center suggests that teens who
have consumer problems such as
exchanging, credit, layaways and
refunds go to the Better Business
Bu reau , the Consumer Affairs
Off.ice (State of Illinois) , or the
Small Claims Court.

What rights do you have
as a young consul}1er?
Teens are often watched by detectives and followed around in
because they are suspected of stealing.

expects teens to steal because he
thinks all young people do. He
warns his clerks to watch teen
customers with that fact in mind.
Clerks who were interviewed in
the downtown area had a lot to say
about who and what influences
their daily attitudes toward teen
customers. A salesperson at Carsons said that because commission played a big part in his weekly
salary, he treats the customers
who can buy more with more respect. Another clerk at Baker's
Shoe Store also said that limited
money was the main factor that
influenced his attitude toward teen
customers.
" Well , in a way you can't help it,"
said a downtown store manager,
(who didn't want his name or store
mentioned) . "The stereotype that
teens face give us biased opinions
toward them, and we have expectations."
Although the State Street
Council is aware of the increased

We now offer an
exciting Human
Services program

stor~

buying power of teens, the Council admits that they are not doing
anything to improve their business
relationships with teens. According to Betty Woods, Director of
Publicity for the State St reet
Council, " We have never discussed the relationships between
store managers and teens ."
The manager of the Ga¥1e Shop
on North Avenue, Marvin Brusman, estimates that less than five
percent of his customers are
teens. " When my mother managed the store, she had problems
with people stealing, so when I
took over the store, I decided to
sell merchandise that more mature persons would buy." So
Brusman doesn 't sell high
fashioned merchandise.
When Renee Williams wanted
to buy her mother something that
she could keep and remember for
a long time , she went to the
Moeller Furniture and Appliances
Store on Milwaukee Avenue, ac-

Placement
Our track record in job placement
is outstanding. Over 90% of our
graduates obtain employment
in educational fields.

I talked with Larry Stanton , a
law student teacher with the
Street Law Center, for assistance in resolving what rights
teens had m the situations
mentioned in this article.
He pointed out that the store
from which Sandra Jones purchased her blouse is obligated
to exchange the blouse or refund the purchase price because every store guarantees
that all merchandise it sells is
at least of average quality. Because the blouse was missing
a button, the store must take it
back and refund the purchase
price.
" The treatment given Renee
Willi ams is not surprising ,"
Stanton said . Under law, a person under the age of 18 years
cannot make a binding contract in Illinois. The purpose of
tilis law is to protect young
people from persons trying to
take advantage of them , but
the law also results in denial of
credit to persons under the.age
of 18.
In John Davis' situation, the
law is probably on the side of

Financial Aid
Available through federal, state
and private sources. 85% of our
students presently receive f inancial aid.

the shoe store , according to
Stanton. John had a chance to
try the boots on in the store and
since he wore them home from
the store, they are considered
used merchandise, which is no
longer suitable for " ale.
" Unless John could show
that the shoes were uncomfortable because of a defect in
the shoes," Stanton said, "the
store would not be obligated to
return his money or exchange
the boots.
" Acceptmg the offer of a
merchand ise certificate ,"
Stanton continued , "is probably the best John could do in
this situation."
If all merchandise is returned
in the same condition that it
was 1n at the time of purchase.
the store is obligated to exchange the merchandise for
cash unless it was made clear
at the time of purchase that all
exchanges are made by merchandise certificates·. The
customer must also be in formed at the time of purchase
if the ·store does not allow returns on sale merchandise.

Write to:
Undergraduate Admissions
National College of Education,
Chicago Campus
18 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60603

621-9650

r ---- - - -- ---- --- - - ----------------- ---- ----------This four-year bachelqr of arts degree program
prepares students for human services careers,
such as:
• youth services coordinator
• parent coordinator
• senior center director
• personnel counselor
• art specialist
• health coordinator
• social service administrator
• child life specialist
• residential child care worker
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National College of Education
Chicago's specialized college for teacher training
Yes, I am interested in finding out more about National College ot Education. Please send information
to:
Name:
Address:

Ztp
Phone:
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"The people I h~~?
do 1t.
around with
Not since
, ,, pot anymore.

" I'm in-between now"
wanted to be a stoner. I would try to
1
dress like them. I'd feel uncomfortable _,f I
didn't. I had already done reefer. But dunng
the time when I was trying to get accepted I
tried harder drugs and acid.
.
didn't get accepted by all of the k1ds that
1
1had planned, but I was accepted b_
y s?n:'e.
Some of them were all right. But I dldn t hke
to be totally messed up like a lot of them
bragged about. 1 tried the hard dr1:1gs and
had gotten myself totally strung out, and as I
look back 1really didn't like myself that way.
1 don't try to be a total stoner anymore. 1
still smoke reefer, and I'm in-between now.
Now, 1want people to accept me for what_l
am. 1dress the way I please. If people don t
like it, fine. It doesn't bother me anymore.
But now I'm accepted by the people who
truly like me for what I am.
Tommy

"'oW I don t ta"e
I passed out at
' last ye ar when
·
the'" time
t the hospital,
an d I
school. I was taken ;he doctor saidthat I
stayed there tor a day.
I had some kind of
nave died because
wu ld
'd 't
blood disorder.
around with dl I ,
Oh , the people I h~n~ And 1 still hang
but theY were a'\~~ o~ly time I drink now.
rt'
which isn't very
around with them .
.
. naiiY at pa leS,
IS occaSIO
otten .
Janet

"If you're afraid,
call me wh~n you grow up."
by Bettina Bulawa
This 1s not a humorous art1cle. It's easy to
be funny about what freshmen go through
trying to adJUSt to high school. You knowbuymg elevator passes. going up the down
staircase. debating about the threat of
worms in the cafeteria spaghetti.
But the freshman diaries on th1s page are
not humorous. They are true accounts
. (even though the names have been
changed) . about the pains of growing up in
America in the 1970's.
These diaries are accounts of what happened to specific persons when they were
freshmen . We thmk that most of our readers
will identify w1th the stories on this page.

MY Sisters
.
got me Into Mixed Ch
.
orus
dunng freshm
lot Of the Sei~~rsear, WtiCh was a blow to a

sing1
a so made 1t 1nto a
.
ng-actmg club at school Aft I
.
er made
It, I started to act ov
would Ilk
erly nice so everyone
e me But mst d
classmen thought I
ea , the upper
compete for parts was a phony. I didn't
people were Jealousln plays, but a lot of
I was Involved with dr
I JUSt felt that the s
ama constantly, and
en1ors reJected me
Julie

Dunng freshman
1
in the.
while, and~hsenlor. We were g~fd With a girl
up With h
en I made the dec· ~g out for a
er.
ISion to break
Ju
st because I b
People started t roke up With h
me. A lot of
o make up ru
er, some
because w ~Y fnends didn't ~~ors about
and had a l~t o~~ke up. She w~s eame just
would avoid
nends. At first th
se~lor
able to asso me. but after some r·e seniors
Ciate with th
.'me I was
•
em agam.

~~~ ~~~chool. alsl~~~ :~~~:nvolved

Richie

"Everyone started running"
"Chug it"
J went to Ben .
Every single
ny s Party With
one g~rl said P?rson was dnnk, my friends.
most beer • Chug it." And ng, and this
I came h of all the girls
I drank the
home, I wa~me at about ~/eve
really disap really drunk. Myn. When I got
and everythf?Omted. I started m?ther was
days.
mg. So I was
yellmg at her
PUnished for two
Terri
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We were all hanging around about a
block away from the park. I was the only one
that had my bike with me. It was about nine
o'clock. Then , all of a sudden , the cops
pulled up. Everyone started running. I left
my bike at the park, which , as I think about
it, was stupid. I ran so I wouldn't be the only
one left.
When we all started to run , l ran right into
a barbed w1re fence and got all scratched
up. Well , the cops picked up my bike instead of me.
My mom and I had to go to tl:le police
station and pick up the bike. I ended up
getting grounded, too.
David

CO M E TO O UR F ACT_Ofl'r O R PHONF LJS FOR

f REf DESIG N KI T

• Cheer & Pep C lub Outt 1ls
• Sk1rts- Sweaters- Jac kets
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CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS "·
3344 W . Montrose 463-1464

Celebrate "Be Good to a Child Week"
by Denise Bronson

" But Oliva, do I have to do your homework and clean up your
room just because this Is 'Be Good to a Child Week?'"

In December. 1976 the UMed
Nalions General Assembly proclaimed 1979 The lnternat1onal
Year of tne Ch11d. Its purpose was
to encourage the world to • Thmk
Youth,' to celebrate the true potential of youth, to take a look at
each nat1on s programs for youth
and to mob1lize act1on to promote
all young peoples potent1al.
In Illinois, The International
Year of the Ch1ld Steenng Committee 1s sponsonng act1v1t1es
such as art fa~rs. puppet shows.
semmars on parent roles and sessions for parents of pre-school
children Although th1s Comm1ttee
mcludes only one youth, 11 1s responsible for many of the act1v1t1es
takmg place this year
The IllinOis Committee has
named this week of October 7
through 13 as· Be Good loa Child
Week." The Open Box' 1n this
1ssue asks teens how they would
like people to be good to them th1s
week, and Victor Rodnguez told
us he'd like someone to clean up

Teens produce new WLS show
by Greg Brown
What would huppon 1f Chicago
teens produced a rad10 program
for 800,000 teen listeners?
The answer to that question IS
now amng on WLS Radio every
Sunday at 11 30 pm The answer
1s also called Answers,' a weekly
program produced by five
Chicago-area teens, all members
of lhe Youth Cornmuntcal!On Chicago Center Answers' 1s a pubhe alfa~rs production of WLS
Radio
The program w11l focus on
different teen concerns according
to Entd Vnzquez, 19, one of the
producers Sho sa1d she hopes
listeners w1ll be able " to hear
themselves and the1r concerns
each week."
Noth1ng hke th1s has been attempted by a maJor rad10 stabon,
according to Reg1na Hayes.
execut1ve producer of Answers"
and Community AHa1rs Director of
WLS The stal1on IS committed to
11 and so IS the ABC Network . she
sa1d
Some of the first programs w1ll
look at . questions surrounding the
possible remstatement of the draft
("A topic few ol my friends know
very much about," says producer
Kevm Bell , 17), Chicago's school

mtegrat1on plans {"We want to
know what Black k1ds feel like
going to an all-wh1te school and
vice-versa,' says producer Shern
Jones 17) and violence in city
schools
In add1t1on. · Answers" w111 go
after feature interviews w1th teens
about the new TV season ( Do
they think th•s season is a bit
childish? ' questioned producer
Robm Florzak, 16) and w1th Tony
Sanchez, the author of a new
book about the Rolling Stones.
The first program was broadcast Oct. 7 as an Introduction to
the rest of the season. Each of the
producers talked about personal
goals for the show.

The1r success, they hope, will
be reflected in teen response to
the show. They hope listeners will
correspond with them about story
ideas. as well as react1ons to the
show. 'The program really belongs to teens. Emd sa1d because 11 s by teens and 1t's about
them."
The five producers are Kevm
Bell , Mendel ; Rob1n Florzak ,
Whitney Young, Shern Jones,
Academy of Our Lady, Enc Kunz,
Riverside-Brookfield and En1d
Vazquez, DePaul University
For more mformat1on or for
suggestions about 1deas, wnte
WLS Rad1o, 360 N . M1ch1gan
Ave., Ch1cago 60601.

Year of the Child

hiS rvorn and do h1s home.,.,ork
But on the senous s1de, we ve
pulled together some stones on
th1s page that represent the work
of youth m the 1nterest of youth.
" Answers ,'' a new WLS rad1o
show as now a youth-produced
program dealing w1th questions
and toptcs of Interest to teens A
spec1al 1979 teen report, Youth
Perspective focuses on 1ssues
of teens n Ch1cago
We re also hstmg Year of the

Open
Box
Interviews
by Fannie LeFlore
Photos by Jeff Shores
Ralph May, freshman,
Lane Tech.
By be1ng courteous to
me and by observing my
nghts Uke when I suggest somethmg think
about 1tand not say, "Oh,
forget tha t!" Also by
being a fnend to me and
not thinking of me as a
number
Emmanuel
Bolds ,
sophomore ,
Percy
Juilan
F1rst I would want
them to take me out lor
lunch and tell me that I ve
been all nght as a per·
son
Then I guess that
when I want someth1ng,
they can get 11 for me
go to the store . cook
my breakfast every
mormng that week ...
and take me to the show
three t1mes 1n that week.

Carolyn Franklin, j u nior, CVS
G1ve me a better JOb
so that I can earn money
and get th1ngs I need. I
don't want to be such a
burden on my parents.

Tony Giannone, junior,
Gordon Tech
They could act better
toward us k1ds GIVe us
better sports programs
to keep us oH the streets

A teen report for a change
An interpretation by Eric
Williams, Managing Editor

offletals They don't have money
to travel and make long dtstance
phone ca Is Most of all they don t
have expenence 10 orgamztng
Last summer I was tnvolved m a
Year ot the Child pro ect called
Youth Perspective wn!Cil I hope
.,.,,11 help change the d11ect1on of
the Year Youth Perspective
be publiShed b • Youth Commun cat on m cooperation wttn tne
Youth
et..,or
Counctl th s

,,u

month

Th1S reoort ma actua
n u·
ence elected o ICials oecause 11s
''nnen :or tnem and ojler eaders
o• the Ch cago comrnuru!\ ( Ve
WI a so provtae cop~es for h gh
school! bra es ) T1 e researCh we
old IS as gOOd ~<e
· as e
of reports preparea !::r1 leg s-

la' e a es
A ou~ 'ld•eu do crar.t om
etv.
coU oa e

pu oge er

o' teen

!ers and pa
• !l9 Of" e.:·

ent and research. We also had the
use of office space and tele·
phones
In June we etrculated over a
thousand su·veys to Ch1cago
teens m an attempt to find out
what they thought were the maJOr
youth 1ssues inCh cago From me
top ten 1ssues reported 1n the survey -Ne cnose tne fol OWing f e lor
our Youth Perspective reports
• Q.." ·yo h gh SChOOl career
educabon (How many of you
are be ng preparea for caree·s tnat won ex1st oy
1989?)
• Atlltuoe o Ctucago s netg nomood orcamzattons towa·d youth -(0 o oc ,c.now
that
some ne~gnborhoods
as many as 70 pe·cent o' • e
aa :s see ~ns as a mClJOf
p
em?
• The ~· ess o'
oamza· ons
Oncago
i)rograms !I.e e Scot;•
C 0 o~ dated
e

Victor Rodriguez, jumor, Clemente
t. -.>Vd Uke someone
to ctean up my oed'oom
for a ...'hole t~ee I would
also I .-.:e someone to do
my nomeworl< for me.

Ch1ld events tnat we thm ma
appeal to teens Elsewhere 1n thts
1ssue you II find a story on the
pressures that teens e penence
upon entenng h1gh school (pclge
6) Our 'Teaser~' this month deals
w1th teens who have made h1story
And even thOugh there ate not
many act1V111es or programs for
teens as spec1al Year of the Child
events, we hope we ve made th1s
1ssue of New Express•on a spec1al
1ssue worth readtng

The week of October

7 is the official Illinois
" Be good to a child"
week . This 1s the
State's observance of
the International Year
of the Child . How
would you like someone to be good to you
that week?

teenagers· tastes or their eating habits.
They'll JUSt trek down to the nearest fast
food JOint mstead. What the plan will do IS
make teenagers more disheartened than
ever about eating at school.
If the plan IS passed. and 11 probably will
be. don't be suprised 1f it's cranberry JUice
and custard 1nstead of caramels and coke
begmning around the first of next year. As
you and a heap1ng bowlful of creamed canned corn stare at each other, remember that
Uncle Sam has our "nutritional well-be1ng"
at heart.
If only we could vote!

GUEST COLUMNIST

Read My Mind
by Robert Kazel

School lunchrooms play
'tricks,' no treats
If you 're used to dropping by your school
cafetena for a qu1ck box of Good n' Plenty,
your taste buds m1ght be in for a shock. Or, 1f
you usually pass up the qu1venng bowls of
greenish matter that your school chef Insists are vegetables and detour, mstead. to
the pop machines, be forewarned. The
days of "Junk·· foods m schools seem to be
drawmg to a close.
The U S. Department of Agriculture has
dec1ded. m its boundless wisdom, to ban
the sale of " mm1mally nutrit1ous foods"
during lunch penods at every elementary
and h1gh school in the nation This proposal
has been defeated twice in recent years,
but last July 6 the Department again rev1ved
it.
The plan is already complete The government JUSt set as1de S~ptember 6 to October 6 as a listening period to receive public
comments on 1ts plan before it becomes
law.

Wh1ch foods do the new rules outlaw?
Accordmg to Margaret Glavm of the Agnculture Department. students are now
allowed to buy only " foods wh1ch supply at
least f1ve percent of the U.S. Recommended Dietary Allowance for one or more
of eight specified nutrients." In other words.
food that doesn't have many vitamins or
mmerals must be taken off the shelves.
Glavin specifically ment1ons soda pop,
chewing gum, water ices (popsicles and
sno-cones) and "some cand1es." But it is
strange to note th at 1f the government
stnctly follows its "five percent" nutritional
gUideline, foods such as Nature Valley
Granola Bars. Quaker 100% natural cereal ,
mushrooms, coffee and tea would also be
unlawful since they don 't supply the
mm1mum nutnents per serving according to
label information.
So wh1le the Agriculture Department may

'The Way It Is
by Brian Lewis

Simple Simon says, 'They
never learn'
In Michael's school there IS a thief named
Simon. Simon steals from everyo11e. Simon
steals anythmg. H1s biggest heist was a
stack of 50 ·· Stra1ght A Student" tickets to a
Wh1te Sox game that he Intended to scalp
for a dollar a p1ece Unfortunately for him,
the performance of the White Sox made the
tickets unscalpable.
As the say1ng goes, there is no honor
among thieves And S1mon wasn't close to
bemg named to the school honor roll As a
matter of fact, he was usually stealing tests
in order to avoid the " F's" that all of h1s
teachers felt he deserved.
When Michael first met Simon, Simon
was into stealing algebra tests. At that point
in h1s strategy, S1mon had conned an innocent freshman girl into doing his algebra
homework. M1chael felt that he had to protect th1s g1rl who was known as Innocent
lnge, from Simon's w1les.
Michael confronted Simon with a speech
about chivalry and honor. Suprisingly,
S1mon beat h1s chest and admitted h1s gu111
to Michael He told M1chael about h1s miserable childhood w1th an aspirin-popping
mother and a father who spent all of h1s t1me
watching Garfield Goose. Michael was
overcome w1th sympathy for Simon's personal problems.
In that mood , Michael offered hi s
friendship to Simon. He showed concern for
Simon's surv~val in class. He even JOined
Simon's club, known as the Delinquents
Accessing to Excellence.
Simon explained to Mike that the club
needed a " good" (Richie Cunningham)
student in 1t to change its bleak reputat1on
The members of the club were known by
such aliases as Slick Sally, Adept Abner,
Crafty Carl and Underhanded Ursula.
S1mon lold M1ke that these aliases reflected the way the group used to act " But
now they have repented," S1mon expla1ned
m a voice that would have moved Moses
M1chael was still a b1t cautious about
JOimng a club of delinquents, but , he figured , 11stood for a good cause. Anyway, h1s
parents wanted.h1m m an Integrated sett1ng
When M1chael arrived for the f1rst meetIng S1mon greeted ,him and Introduced h1m
to club members who d1dn't seem to fit their
kmcknames Everyone looked so happy
They didn't look like the products of trag1c
8
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home l1ves None of them were shooting
craps or counterfeiting ID's , as he expected
Everyone was studymg Slick Sally offered to help Michael with his algebra.
Crafty Carl offered him some study gUides
for U .S history
After a few weeks help w1th the club's
study gUides, Michael's grades were Improving drastically. He was gettmg " B's"
where he had trouble gettmg " C's."
By th1s t1me Michael was feeling guilty. He
had taken Simon for a crook - the same
Simon was was now helpmg h1m maintain a
" B" in algebra. He felt espec1ally guilty because Sly S1mon was only gelling " C's "
As the t1me for quarter finals approached ,
Michael decided to give Simon some help m
algebra since S1mon appeared to be on the
verge of failing .
'Don 't worry about me. Help yourself.
Get an A." S1mon told h1m.
" I won't get an " A. " That's Impossible,"
Michael said.
"The only th1ng Impossible IS to sell White
Sox tickets," S1mon said.
The day before the test S1mon accepted
Michael's offer of help. As they parted,
Simon gave Michael a last minute piece of
advice. " Be sure to write big , Michael. Mr.
Hunnicut can't see very well, and he always
gives the best grades to the kids who write
big."
A few days after the test, Mr. Hunnicut
asked to see Michael and S1mon after
class. He mformed them that they both had
" B's" on the test. In fact they both had two
wrong answers ... the same two wrong answers.
The COincidence had not escaped Mr.
Hunnicut. At the top of the1r papers was the
clear s1gn of Honest Hunnicut: "X - 0."
In fact, the only d1fference betv..aen
Michael's paper and Simon's paper was the
size of the figures Michael's figures were
immense. S1mon's were tmy. Simon sat
next to M1chael, the better to copy 1mmense
f1gures

Moral:
Oh! What a tangled web we
weave when we take advice
from unsuccessful thieves.

Robert Kazel is a junior at
Von Steuben high school.
seem to be set only on ehm1natmg sugary
"junk" foods, it is also g1v1ng 1tself control
over many other types of food.
Now the question: Why can't md1v1dual
schools or better yet, mdividual teenagers
be entrusted to pick the1r own meals? Why
does Washington have the power to narrow
down which foods American teens have
access to?
The answer IS money. The federal government, through 1ts nat1onal school lunch
and breakfast programs, dishes out millions
of dollars 1n school a1d to pay for " wholesome" meals. (Now you know who's responsible for that broccoli stew on your
school's menu.) But the government IS discovenng that its meals aren't fantastically
popular among the youth of America. Instead , these youths are consuming cookies
(agh!). candy bars (no ,no!) and soda pop
(aaaaagh!). The result is this government
plan to regu late foods that are sold. In Ms.
Glavm's words , ·'foods that are m competition with the federally funded d1shes." If
schools don't comply, schools don 't get
federal dollars.
At the high school level , this idea is
ndiculous I'm sure that government offiCials have young Amencans' best mterest
1n mmd by taking away the Snickers bar. I'm
not so sure . though, if it's the federal government's place to worry about it.
I can understand clearing the pop/candy
out of elementary schools , and the
Agriculture Department has in fact stated
that the main goal of the plan is to 1mprove
the eating habits of young children. But
most teenagers are aware of good nutrition.
Most know that the corn has more vitamms
than the chocolate. The ones who don't
know should be taught.
I feel that the government's responsibility
is to first step up educational programs so
that every student knows what's best to eat,
and second to improve the quality and
variety of the meals they sponsor so more
k1ds will want to eat them.
But a ban on many of the popular foods
from h1gh school cafeterias won't change
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Would you like to be
a guest columnist
for New Expression?
The purpose of READ MY
MIND is to allow a teen to be
a one-time-only columnist
for New Expression, to
express opinions openly.
We encourage you to
write a column to let other
people know how you feel.
If you are interested in
writing a column for the
November issue, of about
650 words, send your copy
in before October 21st. Also
with your copy should be
your name, address, phone
number, and school.
Forward all the informaton and copy to:

NEW EXPRESSION
Editorial Director
207 S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60604

Candidly
Speaking
by Maria Thomas

Confessions of a clothesaholic
"There hasn't been a pay check that I
haven't spent on clothes. Yesterday, I got
paid $100. Now I have only $51 eft to last me
un,til next Thursday."
The missing $95 went towards new items
in Liza's elaborate wardrobe. Liza is an
orange-hazel-eyed blonde who IS typical of
the new "high style" teen . At 16, she could
easily be m1staken for a professional
model.
For Liza aJid other h1gh school students
who try to maintain a fashionable image,
they have to accept heavy economic
pressure. Most of Liza's part-t1me, afterschool jobs just don't pay enough for a
non-skilled employee to afford quality
fashions. So Liza and other young clothesaholics compensate for their low wages by
putting in extra hours . This is a decision that
she admits interferes with her academic
performance.
"Clothes are more important to me than
JUSt about anything else," she said. This
year 11affected her schedule. " I would have
taken honors algebra/trigonometry, but I
wanted to get out early so I could get to work
and get the number of hours I want."
" Would you believe I was actually late for
first period class all the lime because I
would not leave the house until my makeup
was on right and my clothes were perfect."
" If I don't look good, I feel horrible. And if I
see other people in styl ish clothes, I get
env1ous and want JUSt what they have - but
better. I will do just about anything to get
what they ha•:e, too," she admitted.
Uza take::. her ideas from fashion
magazmes. She est1mates that she buys
four magaz1nes a month. " I never read the
art1cles," she said , "I JUSt look at the fashion
pages "
She never enters a new season weanng

last year's clothes. " If it's out of style, I won't
be in it," she ins1sted.
" I've been workmg since sixth grade to
buy my own clothes. I used to babysit every
day until I saved up enough money to buy
what I wanted.
"I don't thmk, though, that I would have
started working if my friends didn't dress so
nicely. There is so much competition among
friends at school. All the girls want to dress
to attract the guys," she said.
She remembers that back in grade
school she felt the competition. She hated
to be left out of the " right groups," and her
mother couldn 't afford Li za's t aste in
clothes, so she started working. " I'm beginning to put my job in front of school, but
somehow I'll manage to keep up my grades
-somehow," she said.
What does it mean to be a compulsive
clothes-buyer? Well, for Liza it means 45
pairs of pants. It means dozens of shirts that
she will only wear with one outfit. It means
spending close to $1,700 within a fourmonth period.
" I spent $400 in one month, just on
clothes," she admitted.
" I have savect about $100 1n all of the
years that I've worked But I have no plans
for college, so why should I save?" Liza
says she would be satisfied with a nice husband, a nice house and two children, whom
she would always keep very n1cely dressed.
I didn't ask her where she hoped to find
someone who could afford to pay for her
habit.
As I walked away from the interview, I
looked down at my wh1te Jazz-oxfords and
white-pleated pants I wondered how compulsive I could be if I let all the pressures get
to me

We've got something the Board wants ...

A school plan that considers teens
On September 19. the Editorial
Staff of New Expression met to discuss the issue of desegregation in
Chi cago public high schools . On
that same day the Board of Education announced its approval of
Superintendent Joseph Hannon·s
proposed desegregation plan.

The more we read about the new
plari, but to create our own plan for ·
plan. the more we felt "used ." The · high schools. We feel that our plan ·
more we felt that this was a plan to
not only prof!)otes desegregation for
satisfy Washington rather than a
the city's public high schools. but
plan that was sensitive to student · offers each student an opportunity
concerns.
· to mature in the process. The plan is
So we decided not to write an
outlined below.
editorial protesting Dr. Hannon's
The editors of New Expression

The school of your choice

1

Each eighth grader would be
able to choose any high
school in the city to attend in
his freshman year. All public
schools would become magnet
schools, doing away with district
boundaries.
Eighth graders would have to
have sound reasons for choosing a
school. A student who chooses a
school only because it's near to his
home would be encouraged to think
about all the schools and their pro-

2

grams and facilities.
Each high school in the city would
have to decide about special programs and concentrations . For
example , Calumet might be the
school for computer science and for
students who want to become bilingual in Spanish.
Lincoln Park might be the school
for business administration, and
might also be the school to study
programs in women's consciousness and to become bilingual in

A new counseling plan

Under New Expression's
plan most of the counselors
would be taken out of high
schools and plac.e d in
neighborhood district offices.
Early during the eighth grade, a
student would be given a counselor
at the neighborhood district office.
The students and the counselor
would discuss aptitude test scores
to see where their strengths and
interests are. They would talk about

the styles of learning that work best
for each as well as their career interests.
Counselors would visit grade
schools to answer questions about
how to begin visiting the counseling
center, how to visit high schools,
how to use the directory of offered
high school programs, and how to
apply for the school of their choice.
The counselor could then
schedule individual student ap-

Entrancethroughlo"e~

3

If too many students choose
a specific school, New Expression's plan proposes
that such schools select students by using a lottery. This is the
opposite of the Hannon plan, which
demands that students be transferred out of schools by using a
lottery.
Suppose that Mary Smith, an
eighth grader, is now deciding
where to go to high school and how

Eve~

to apply. First Mary visits her counselor, then after testing and discussing abilities and interests, she
begins to search tor three schools
st:le will apply to.
To make the job easier and to give
Mary the names of all the schools
that meet her standards, we recommend that her counselor have
access to a computer system like
the one currently used by the
NACACtions Center. That computer

French.
Orr might be a school for students
interested in the performing arts,
offering class and stage experience
in modern dance, vocal, acting and
orchestra.
Eighth graders from across the
city would have the opportunity to go
to any high school, to study a desired concentration, to use special
facilities, and to be coached by
teachers with recognized experience.
Although each school would have
a specialty, each would also have to
offer well-rounded areas of study for

college prep students. Individuals
who wish to learn trades or crafts
would have vocational schools to
choose from .
This plan will offer each student
the choice of a high school that otters: 1) a particularly satisfying curriculum , 2) acceptable location, 3)
personally
satisfying
extracurricular activities and 4) the advantage of being with students who
want to be in the school and who
have similar curricular goals and
interests.

pointments with members of the
district counseling office to discuss
high school plans.
The counselor would inform the
student about the number of choices
(3) he could make when applying for
a high school. tie will also talk about
which schools fit the student's specifications, considering his/ her
abilities and interest. The counselor
would have to be well informed on
the programs that will be available to
incoming freshmen. This will require
the counselors to visit as many high

schools as possible.
If a student needs money for
transportation , the counselor will
help the student get applications for
carfare subsidies.
The same counselor would be
available to the student for all four
years of high school. The counselor
will be able to assist in transfers,
money for transportation, tree lunch
information, domestic problems,
college entrance and exam information, even job placement in the
neighborhood.

helps juniors and seniors choose
colleges.
The computer would help students search for a Chicago high
school. Mary's counselor would
simply feed information such as the
desired size of a school , sports, activities, location, interest, and major
area(s) of preferred concentration
into the computer. It would indicate
which schools meet Mary's specifications. If there aren't any, it will say
"no high schools qualified." Then
Mary and her counselor reconsider
some specifications.

From the list of schools, Mary
selects those which she will apply to,
numbering them 1st, 2nd, 3rd
choices.
If she isn't accepted by a lottery in
the school of her first choice, then
her name is applied to the school
that was her second choice.
Lotteries can be confusing and
time-consuming. To make it easier,
we again suggest the computer.
Computer lotteries aren 't new in
Chicago Public Schools. Whitney
Young and Metro both select their
student body by computer lotteries.
missive transfer or Access to Excellence programs.
The older students could form
Student Advisory Boards to examine, evaluate and recommend suggestions tor the freshman programs.
These boards would meet periodically with the freshmen and faculty
members to point out shortcomings
and make suggestions.
The older students would have to
take pride in building something important. They would have to believe
in this attempt to make big-city education even better than suburban
education.

marijuana 1ssue d1d g1ve a report
We would apprec1ate a correct1on of
these errors in your next 1ssue or publicalion of th1s letter in full
For the Execut1ve Board.
James B. Knox
CDSCA President

The entire plan as explained
above would only include
freshmen in 1980. Sophomores, juniors and seniors
would remain in the schools they are
now attending, in the same programs. Freshmen would be housed
in a separate section of the school
because their programs will be designed to create a " new school."
The administration and the new
freshman class of the school may
see tit to change the name of the
new freshman school. In that sense,

the freshmen would be attending a
different school, with a different
name, but in the same quarters as
the old school.
The
freshmen
would
be
encouraged to create and develop a
school spirit and a sense of pride
because everyone would be there
by choice.
It is only realistic to admit that
there could be feelings of resentment by upperclassmen because
freshmen have specialized programs and might not be from that

neighborhood. That could lead to
hassles unless all of us are mvolved
in the transition.
It would be up to the upperclassmen to make it easier tor
the freshmen in the new environment.
The plan doesn't ignore the students who would be enrolled as
sophomores, juniors. and seniors
over the next two to three years.
These upperclassmen would
have to understand that their own
progress would not be held back.
Each upperclassman would still be
free to participate in existing per-

This letter is in response to an article
entttled · Do You Know Where Your Student
Council Is," which was wntten in the May,
1979, issue of New Expression.
The Ch1cago D1strict Student Council
Assoc1at1on was re-established 1n 1974.
With the purpose to help Ch1cago high
SChool student counc1ls 1n the best ways
possible. Some of the ways in wh1ch we
help student counc1ls are by sponsonng
Workshops. conferences. and the annual
convention at wh1ch students have the
opportunity to exchange 1deas
The annual convention wtl1ch was held
on March 29, 1979 at Paul Robeson H1gh

School was a very successful event.
As for the comment pertaining to our
speaker, he was helpmg to elim1nate 'the
little thinfl"' that no one wants to hear about
anyway· because 1f there were more school
spirit there would be a decreased number of
.. problems .. I am qUite sure that 11 IS h1ghly
probable for the nng company's sales to
mcrease from this presentat1on but school
spint was the ma1n objeCtive of h1s
presentation.
In planmng the convent1on, our main objeCtive was to have more cand1dates for
offices. I spec1hed th1s in two separate letters mformmg the schools of the convent1on

and outlinmg convent1on procedure Few
students responded wh1ch may mdicate
the appropriateness of the speaker's topic.
Also, the credentials of the candidates are
not reviewed by the city-wide advisors
They are reviewed by a credentials committee of students. No candidates were rejected . Only one candidate ran for each
off1ce because only one candidate applied
The diSCUSSIOn topics are selected by the
CDSCA Execut1ve Board. In makmg these
selections we took mto consideration the
1ssues wh1ch affect students and student
councils today Contrary to what was stated
in the article, the d1scuss1on group on the

4

school is 'new'

are anxious to hear your comments
about the plan, so please write us
and iet us hear your disagreements,
suggestions, or support. We would .
like to fill ~his page next issue with
letters from_y~)U.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Reporter Terrence
Franklin says "the little things nobody
wants to talk about" included issues like
counseling services, suspension and
vandalism, and racial tensions. That, he
says, was the pomt of his story and he
stands by his observation!>.
NEW EXPRESSION
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TEASERS

TEEN

•o·r:ms

by Terrance Franklin
and Marea Parker
An end to menstrual
cramps?

Heroic teens
who made history
by Carmen Walker
and Fannie LeFlore

Instructions: This IS a qutz about
famous teens 1n htstory and thetr
accompltshments. Usmg thts Information, see If you can match
the names of these teens with the
accompltshment that brought
them fame .
How to enter
1 Wnte your answers on a sheet
of paper numbered 1 to 13
2 Send your answers along wtth
your name. address. school
and phone number to Youth
Communication Teen Teasers,
207 South Wabash, Chicago,
Illinois 60604.
3. Do not send the puzzle ... just
the answers
4. All answers must be received
before October 24, 1979.
5. People working for Youth
Communication cannot participate in the contest.
6. All winning entries will be submitted in a lottery where five
finalists will be chosen and
notified. Names of winners will
be published in New Expression.

1 Samuel Colt
2. Galileo Galilei
3. Nat Turner
4. Edna St Vincent Millay
5. Joan of Arc
6 Louis Braille
7 Arturo Toscanm1
8 Wernher Von Braun
9 Babe Dtdnkson Zahanas
10. Gulbert de Lafayette
11 Ann Frank
12. Sacagawea
13. Philippa Duke Schuyler

G

H.

A. He led a revolt for slaves 1n
South Hampton County, Vtrgmta, tn August, 1831 . At the
age of 19 years, he had atded
hundreds of slaves to freedom.
B. A famous American poet, she
wrote "Renascance'' at the
age of 19. The poem is recognized as a modern classic.
C. At the age of 19, he conducted
a full symphony orchestra.
D. She led the people of France
to freedom from the cruel
forces of King Charles VI.
E. He is credited for the invention
of the famed six-shooter that
he created at the age o116.
F. At the age of 18 years, she
earned a reputation as an

I.
J.

K.

L.

athletic phenomenon 1n track,
basketball and fteld events.
He is recorded as the youngest general in htstory. At the
age of 17 he was hatled as a
personal symbol of the American Revolution before he ever
set foot on a battlefield.
At 18 his observation of the
swtngmg lamp 1n the Cathedral
of Pans mat ked the beginnmg
of scientific dtscoveries which
revolutionized our concept of
the universe.
At the age of 19 he created a
system of reading and writing
for the blind.
At 19 he created nine space
missiles which he later developed into the first U.S. ballistic missile.
When she was 17, she guided
the famous explorers Lewis
and Clark on their journey to
the Northwest Territory, and
she aided their survival by getting food for them .
This young artist gave two
piano recitals at the World's
Fair at age nine and by the age
of 14 she had composed 200
mustcal selections.

M. She wrote her diary during the
"'Holocausr' when she was 13.
Her dtary caused the people of
Berlin to cry

Winners
We rece1ved lots of entnes
from Septembers Teaser,
"Sexuality Search II." We had
ten correct entnes submitted.
In order to determine the five
winners we held a lottery. The
wmners tn the lottery are:
Nadine Corter , Cathedral;
Yronda Hawkins, Simeon: Adrienne Terrell, Whitney Young;
Sheilah Trammer, Harlan and
Adeline Valentine, Aquinas.
The five wmners will all receive a $16.95 certificate for
the purchase of a self-photo
from Paramount Studios and a
Brotherhood sticker.

September Answers
The answers to September's
Teasers are:
1 (1), 2 (F), 3 (E), 4 (J), 5 (N), 6
(M), 7 (0), 8 (A), 9 (L), 10 (H),
11 (K), 12 (B), 13 (G), 14 (C),
and 15 (D).

A chemical known as
M elfanamJC acid may offer
permanent relief to women
who suffer from menstrual
cramps A!tRr three years of
research, t.he product 1s now
ready to be marketed.
Unlike E mpiran and other
products that mask the pain
from cramps, MelfanamlC
acid actually prohibits the
pam in the flrst place. Only
women With ulcers or
chroruc dig~>~tive disorders
are discour·a.ged from using
lt.

State Scholars

=

$$$
For the first time the llli·
nms State Scholars Will receive money thls year as
well as recognition If the llllnois lawmakers accept
Governor
Thompson's
amendment of BUl 228,
2,000 illinois seniors will
receive one thousand dollars towards their freshman
year in college based on
their academic achievement
rather than on financial
need.
In order to apply for the
grant, juniors must take the
ACT test as juniors and
check the appropriate
scholarship box on the test
form. Test results count for
two-thirds of the decision
and rank-in-class counts for
one-third. According to
Ralph Gotsegee of the Illinois State Scholarship
Office, the average ACT composite score for Illinois
Scholars last year was 27.
Call 793-3745 for information.

Young shoplifter's
gain is young buyer's
loss
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Petty shoplifting is costing retailers $1.9 billion dol·
lars each year. The expense
is being passed along to the
consumer in the form of
higher prices.
Crime researchers estimate that 75 percent of all
shoplifters are juvenile
amateurs with girls outnumbermg boys 20 to 1.
Among convicted shoplifters, 33 percent are between the ages of 12 and 17
with no previous police record.
·
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Abortion laws under

AliE:tv'l ... ut-t, ..

Governor Thompson recently vetoed a blll that
would have forced Illinois
women to gam the written
consent of the father before
an abort10n. The bill also reqUli'ed women under 18 to
secure t1'1e written consent
of her parents.
Meanwhile, in Washington the Senate and House
continue to disagree aboilt a
bill that would allow women
to use MedLCald as payment
for an abortion in the event
that the woman has been
raped or 1s the victim of m
cast or would place her life
m dangex• by having a child.
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Hey Bear Fatts!
Win tickets to
Bears gan1es
-al honu·
:nul awa)!

Support
our
advertisers
h
vvo
support
this teen
effort

Letterless
Louie
is begging
you
Pleading with you. ...
to

send

LETTERS

for 'Playing It Off'
Send letters to :
New Expression
207 S. Wabash
C h1cago 60604
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Testing the testors
The national college testmg programs Will face a test
of their own this year in the
State of New York. The New
York lawm<tkers approved a.
bill that will rtJquire SAT and
ACT to return the antua.l test
to each student test taker
from New York U the stu
dont Pequests it. Tile return
test must indtcate to the
student wl1ich questions he
answered correctly and
which ont>s lle fn.1lo.:'d with a
nottce or t.he correct an·
sweT'B.
Althoutjh t.he n,ttlOnal SliT
a1:1.th and Vel'hal RCOl'OS
dt·vpped In t_yem·, tt'Stct•s m
the Stnt.t1 ot lll!n01s showed
tmprovemt:mt. tn hL,th tests.

Teens come of age wi.th false ID
'There are companies all over town
that give out false ID's, and there is no
law in the book that says I have to ask
proof of age.'

IdentificatiOn

by Carmen Walker
with Fannie LeFlore

So. Sec. No._
Legally you can carry false
identification in Illinois as long as
the piece of ID is not a counterfeit
driver's license
But legally you cannot use false
ID. The act of entenng a disco with
false ID, for example, is illegal.
Even though the act is against
the law, the police have not arrested a Chicago teen for using
false ID in about 18 years , according to Lt. George Banks of the
Chicago Police Youth Division.
Apparently the crime of using
false ID is so minor that police
don't want to be bothered with the
paperwork mvolved tn booking a
youth. Some police will rip up the
ID on the spot to keep the teen
from using 1t again.
In order to determine what's involved in purchasing false ID in
Chicago , New Expression asked
reporter Fannie LeFlore, 17, to go
undercover and attempt to buy
one for herself.
First she went to Dunn's Photo
Enterprises on North Avenue in
Old Town. The studio was closed,
so she tried a second place, which
was also closed at three in the
afternoon. As she was returning ,
she noticed that the bars on the
door of Dunn's Photo Enterprises
were half open. She tapped at the
door and waited for someone to
open up.
The woman who opened the
door part-way asked Fannie what
she wanted. When Fannie told
her, "I want to take a picture," the
woman told her she would have to

_ .. .
... ,

-

make an appointment. But, then,
when Fannte told her that she only
wanted an ID made. the woman
let her in.
Inside, the woman asked Fannie for her soc1al security number,
her name, address and birth date.
To the last question, the 17-yearold reporter replied, ''June 10,
1958." Without hesitation or
looking up from the counter, the
woman jotted down the information.
After Fannie had her photos
taken, she waited a few minutes
until the woman called her to the
counter where there were two ID's
ready. Fannie only signed ooe.
The woman urged her to buy both
copies for s1x dollars, but Fannie
settled for only one, costing five
dollars.
"All I do is take the picture ,"
Eddie Dunn said , when he was
contacted later by this reporter.
" There are companies all over
town that give out IDs. And there is
no law in the book that says I have
to ask for proof of age before I give
out IDs." Dunn also insisted that
the law is against the teens who
come in and falsely state their
age, not against him.
The type of ID that Dunn 's
Photo Enterprises sells doesn't
have the credibility of a driver's
license. Tyrone Davis, a bartender
at Hawkins Food and Liquor, 447
W. North Avenue, says that the
IDs teens use, "they can get anywhere·. Usually I ask for a driver's
license," he said. But teens who
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sometimes hang around the store
say that they can get liquor there
without an ID.
Robert Nelson, a 42-year-old
manager and bartender at Nelson's Liquor Store, 1160 N. Larrabee, claims that teens come in
all the time trying to use false IDs
to get liquor. " Sometimes I ask
th~m for their birthdate real quick
to find out if they're of age. When I
get false ID, I give it back and tell
them they can't use 1t here. The
law really requires them to show
me three IDs. Usually they don't
have three falsified IDs. But when
they get people to cop for them ,
there's nothing we can do about
it."
The laws in most states do pro-

teet the firms that produce and sell
false IDs. Last Apnl the Illinois
Legislature passed a bill making it
illegal to produce or own a driver's
license other than the one issued
by the Illinois Secretary of State.
As soon as that btll becomes law, a
citizen commits a Class C misdemeanor by lending his driver's
license or by displaying someone
else's driver's license. Any firm
that produces or sells falsif1ed Illinois drivers' licenses is guilty of a
Class 8 misdemeanor.
In other states, though, 11 is still
legal to print false ID that looks
certified . In California, Arte Forms
makes and sells IDs such as birth
certificates, marriage certificates
and diplomas. Another California

firm is printing dnvers' licenses for
any state the buyer names. These
firms are advertising in national
teen magazines.
So now we have a strange
combination of laws. A teen m
Chicago can write a firm in
California and pay for a false Illinois driver's license. The California printer can legally take the
teen's money and legally use the
mails to send it to Illinois. The
police are not likely to arrest him
for having it or using it, even
though it is against the law.
If adults think they are protecting teens with these confusmg
laws and lax methods of enforcement, they'd better guess again.

Television

Movies

Food
Pago Pago
227 W. Jackson
Here's a Chinese cu1sine restaurant
that takes some hints from the Scandinavians. They serve their food smorgasbord style, which makes for wonderful choices at less expensive prices.
The atmosphere is very pleasant and
comfortable. The variety of fried rices is
unusual. Two can eat at a low price of
$3.50. If you would like to take your food
home, Pago Pago has a carry out, which
ranges at about $2.50.
It is conveniently located on Jackson
between Wells and Franklin.

s.w.

The Theatre Cafe
Water Tower Place,
Second Level
"Buck Rogers"

New TV Season
The new shows for this TV season
need some time to prove themselves.
Audience ratings will put an end to some
of them before Thanksgiving.
But before the winners and losers are
known, the New Expression rev1ewers
decided to rate all the new shows. We
also want to JOin the media gamblers
who are betting whether a show will stay
on or be dropped by offering you our
predictions. Don't bet on 1t!
Rating
. 112
Working Stiffs
Big Shamus, Little Shamus
• *112
Hart to Hart
Paris
Man Called Sloan
••
Detective School
Out of the Blue
••
A New Kind of Fam1ly
The Associates
Arch1e Bunker's Place
Trapper John, M.D.
California Fever
Lazarus Syndrome
••
Last Resort
Sheriff Lobo
From Here to Eternity
· • · V2
Benson
Buck Rogers
No Rating
Sh1rley
Eischied
Of the 20 new fall additions to the fall
schedule, our team of rev1ewers decided
that 12 will survive the ratmgs and eight
will lose
The wmners are Paris, California
Fever, Trapper John and Archie's
Place from CBS, Eischied and Shirley
from NBC and Benson, Lazarus Syndrome, The Associates, A New Kind
of Family, Detective School and Hart
to Hart from ABC (Still the One) .

..
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...

Express
WLS, WLUP
On Sundays at 11 pm on WLS and at 7
am on WLUP you can hear responses to
teen letters about sexuality. Wendy Loeff
narrates this 30-minute rad1o show and
tnes to sound as 1f she IS the listening
teen's best fri end Her voice is soft and
soothing. Bu t, of course, who would listen to a mean, harsh counselor?
"Express " plays recordings of
tramed counselors answering quest1ons
on the new Ch1cago hotline on sexuality
called Pnvate Line. The counselors read
letters and answer them 1n order to
encourage te'Jns with s1m1liar problems
or other sexually-related problems to
write or call the hotline
The show spins records like " My
Sharona," " A1n't That a Shame," "Just
the Way You Are" and " It's Alii Can Do."
Maybe the show 1s trymg to prove or
express a pomt w1th these songs, other
wise why don't they play " Rhmestone
Cowboy· or " Dancin' Johnson"?
The variety of letters is 1nterest1ng ,
and the songs are good, but the MC has
a ternbly monotonou s way of introducmg
the letters.
How good IS Express"? Well , each
md1v1dual teen has to dec1de for himself
or t1ersolf whether the 1nformat1on 1n th1S
program IS Important enough to get up
ea~ly or go to bed lato on Sunday
A.H.
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I had just seen a good movie at Water
Tower Theatre and expected a meal to
match the movie at the 'Theatre Cafe,'
located directly south of the entrance of
Water Tower Theatres.
The Theatre Cafe is the most lavishly
decorated sandwich shop I'd ever seen.
I couldn't imagme how they could afford
this place, selling salad , soups and
sandwiches. When I got the menu I
found out how. Those sandwiches are
extremely expensive.
When I received the sandwich after
about 35 minutes, I thought they were
giving me a sample - but that was it.
It seem that when the check comes
you feel you're not paying for the food
but for elegant surroundmgs and the excellent location.
B.L.

The Great Gritzbes
Flying Food Show
21 a=ast Chestnut
Another of the Lettuce Entertain You
Restaurant cham, th1s one's special attraction IS the cheese bar, featuring exotiC cheeses to keep you busy while
waiting for a table.
The prices 1n Gritzbes are reasonable
enough for teens. A dinner for two would
cost about $12 The items on the menu
at Gritzbes range from a hamburger to
huge Fillet Mignon . Along with the
cheese bar, the after-meal highlight is
the heavily stocked dessert bar with a
mass assortment of cakes, pies and
cookies.
Waitress at Gntzbes are friendly and
personable. They don't rush you into ordering, which makes things pleasant.
Also , if you request, the waitress will
smg " Happy Birthday." This happened
three times wh1le I was there. And the
wa1tress have harmonious singing
vo1ces , to make 1t even better.
To get there take the Howard subway
to Chicago Avenue, walk one block east
and two blocks north.
B.L.

SORRY
We would like to apolog1ze to our
readers for the delay in getting our music
column off the ground. However, 1t will
prem1ere in the November issue.
After our " Wanted " sign in last
month's issue, we received calls from
over 30 Interested teens . Unfortunately,
we could not put it all together in two
weeks.
The want ad will be extended up until
October 15. If you would like to help w1th
mformation for th1s music column, call
Sherry Winston or Bnan Lew1s at 6630543.

Calendar
October
7-13 Be Good to a Child Week .
10
ACT registration - through
November 9.
10
" Mirror Mirror," Ch. 7, 8-10pm.
14
" Mifacle Worker," Ch . 7, 8lOpm
14
Exh1b1t " What 's New in the
Solar
System,''
Adler
Planetanum, 9.30-4 :30 pm
14-17 Celebration of H1spanic culture
includes food, tours, dance at
Tnton College. Call 465-5815
18
Car of the Future, Museum of
Sc1enco and Industry, 9 ·30 4:30pm.
22
" It s thP Great Pumpkin, Charlie
Brown · Ch 2, 7 7.30pm
22
The Fat Albert Halloween Spe

Orion Field

Onion Field
It took 271 days, but probably the best
movie ofthe year opened in Chicago last
month, "Onion Field." It is a rough, fastpaced, intelligent crime drama with three
strong acting performances by John
Savage, James Woods and Franklin
Seals .
Wood's performance as a psychotic
killer is one that may win him an Oscar.
He creates the cold-blooded role in such
a way that you care what happens to
him.
" Omon Field" is based on the 1963
kidnapping of two police officers and the
savage murder of one of them . The
sharp camera work and the dynamic
background mus1c create just enough
tension and fear 1n the audience to make
this non-fiction horror come alive.
The mov1e has its flaws. It's a bit too
long, and the script pays too much attention to Savage's role as Officer Hettinger who lives out the guilt of allowing
his partner to be killed.
This is not a film for viewers who don't
like violence. It is spectacular viewing for
those who like the camera to be realistic.
Joseph Wambaugh, who wrote
"Police Story" for many years, decided
he had to be true to his material by controllinQ the production of this movie. He
was disturbed with what Hollywood did
to his last screenplay of "Choir Boys."
His control of "Onion Field" has made all
the difference.
B.L.

Life of Brian
In .the middle of Monty Python's new
mov1e, "Life of Brian," Michael Palin tells
Graham Chapman (playing Brian) " I say
you are the Lord, and I should know. I've
followed a few."
And in that sentence the whole plot of
the movie._is revealed . Right at the time
that Jesus Christ is born, Brian is mistaken by the Three Wise Men as the
Mess1ah. As Brian grows older, the case
of mistaken identity keeps spreading
and spreadmg until Brian has a following
as large as the one Christ had.
This movie, produced by the popular
British comedy team seen on Channel
11 , is an hilanous take-off on hero worshipping. It shows how easily people will
c1al , Ch. 2, 7-7.30pm.
"My Undercover Years with the
Ku Klux Klan," Ch. 7, 8-10pm.
25
Ch1ld Parent Relationships film and discussion, 7:308:30pm, 427 W. Marion
25
Jazz Ensemble sponsored by
Northeastern Illinois University
at the Auditonum. 5500 N. St.
LOUIS
30
Modern Dance Show at
Chicago Public Library Cultural
Center, 12: 15pm.
Every Monday at 8pm: free
racquetball lessons at Courts of
the PhoeniX, ~525 N. Sheffield,
24(; 4477
November
16
Ch1cago Nat1onal College Fa1r,
Expo Center, 350 N Orleans,
10 4 pm Also, the 17111 from
10-4pm
23

make an ordinary person into a god as
long as the person fulfills their needs.
There are some problems with the
film. Sometimes the humor is so subtle I
didn't get the joke until after I left the
theater. The heavy British accents make
the dialog hard to understand.
But, if you enjoy what you see of the
PytHons on Channel 11 , then you'll love
"Life of Brian."
F. B.

Peppermint Soda I Rich
Kids
The French film "Pepperment Soda"
is about adolescents growing up, just
like its American counterpart, "Rich
Kids."
The French film concerns itself with
one teenager, Anne , and her growing
pains. Theoretically, that's a good idea,
but in the way the movie comes off, I
found it hard as an American teenager to
identify with her. Also, the film uses
English subtitles which I always find distracting.
"Rich Kids," on the other hand, is very
easy for me to relate to, though these
kids come from very well-to-do families.
They have very real problems, such as
adjusting to their parents' divorces.
"Peppermint Soda" deals primarily
with sexual maturing and is filled with
symbolism and unanswered subplots.
While " Rich Kids" is very down-to-earth
with a very clear plot that only hints at
sexuality as a "growing up" problem.
These differences between the two
movies are obviously because of their
different origins. "Peppermint Soda"
was made for French viewers und,
seemingly, pleased them (it won the Prix
Louis Bellue Award).
"Rich Kids" and "Peppermint Soda"
are two very fine films that should both
be seen and compared by individuals,
and, at the least, you'll get a taste of
French films and culture.
A.B.
Rev1ewers for the October issue are
Adrienne Hutchins, Sherry Winston,
Brian Lewis, Frank Burgos and Antonio
Brown
Halloween Specials
Halloween Night Nature Walk: Contact
the Fullersburg Forest Preserve 1n Oak
Srook, 620-3800.
Halloween Ghost Hunt: Richard I.
Crowe conducts a five-hour bus tour of
ten local haunted and legendary places.
$9. Wnte Rich T. Crowe, Chicago Forlean Circle, Box 29054, Chicago IL
60629.
Costume Party. October 28 at noon.
Park View Pet Shop, 2222 N Clark,
549-2031
Graveyard and Torture Chamber, 3440
S Gratten (11 00 W). Adults $1. Children
under twelve, 50¢.
Haunted House Chnstopher House,
Oct 25 26 from 7-9:30 1nd Oct 27. 28
from 6 m1dn1ght, 2507 N Greenv1ew,
472-1083

